
USEFUL ONLINE RESEARCH 
RESOURCES : HISTORIC MAPS

Ctrl + click on the web addresses brings them up directly.
Refer to the note on copyright and reproduction permissions at the end. 

NATIONAL LIBRARY OF SCOTLAND (NLS) : 
http://www.nls.uk/
There is much available through this website, but we will go directly to their map resource.
NLS HISTORIC MAPS :
http://maps.nls.uk/
If you are new to this site, first read their section ‘More About this Resource’. There are 
several categories of maps including town maps, county maps, coastal maps, military 
maps etc of various periods and at various scale. Instructions are give for searching for 
what you need and options for viewing them. It can be very useful to display a historic map 
next to its corresponding contemporary one or air view or as an overlay. Overlays have the 
option of changing the transparency thereby allowing you to clarify an existing feature's 
position against a historic record. You can zoom and pan across the maps.
Example 1 : Aberdeen side-by-side : 
http://maps.nls.uk/geo/explore/sidebyside.cfm#zoom=12&lat=57.1499&lon=-
2.1260&layers=1&right=BingHyb
Example 2 : Glasgow overlays : 
http://maps.nls.uk/geo/explore/#zoom=13&lat=55.8550&lon=-4.2466&layers=80
Use the blue slider button on the left.
The OS Sheet Records grid icon brings up a general map with a gazetteer / NG ref search 
option on the left. Once you have selected your area, try out the various Map Series 
options on the left and Background Map overlay options at the top. 
A useful way to use this is to go to “Find by Place” on the opening screen view. This brings 
up red tiles for Scotland instead of the more general green. Zoom in or type in a place 
name. If there is a darker pink background to a map tile, if highlighted a historic map will 
be available over this area. This will be visible as a preview on the right and can be double 
clicked for detail viewing. 
Example 3 : Orkney, Kirkwall : 
http://maps.nls.uk/geo/find/index.cfm#zoom=9&lat=59.0411&lon=-
2.9028&layers=6&point=-3.0346,58.9683
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PONT'S MAPS
These are accessible through the NLS website.
http://maps.nls.uk/pont/general.html
As the website says “Timothy Pont's manuscript maps offer an astonishingly detailed 
picture of large parts of Renaissance Scotland. But their wealth of detail can make them 
difficult to interpret”. Absolutely fascinating though. 
ROY'S MILITARY SURVEY OF SCOTLAND, 1747-1755
These are accessible through the NLS website.
http://maps.nls.uk/geo/roy/index.cfm#zoom=7&lat=56.8860&lon=-4.0709&layers=roy-
highlands
As the website says “The Roy Military Survey of Scotland, known to its contemporaries as 
the 'Great Map', is a uniquely important historical cartographic document. It provides a 
uniform graphic snapshot of the entire Scottish mainland at a time when the landscape 
was beginning an era of rapid change”. 

NATIONAL RECORDS OF SCOTLAND 
National Archives of Scotland (NAS) has now merged with the National Records of 
Scotland. 
http://www.nrscotland.gov.uk/
The NRS holds the largest collection of archive material in Scotland and it’s very likely that 
you will need to use it at some point during your research. The website contains lots of 
useful information including details about what records it holds, what it doesn’t hold, using 
the search rooms, remote access, catalogues and indexes. A good place to start your 
research on people and places is :
http://www.nrscotland.gov.uk/research/guides
Maps can be found at:
http://www.nrscotland.gov.uk/research/guides/maps-and-plans
Online maps are accessible through a link to the Scotland’s Places website.
http://www.scotlandsplaces.gov.uk/
A contemporary map allows you to select an area from which available historical maps can 
be found. 
Example 4 : Renfrewshire centred on Kilmacolm. 
http://www.scotlandsplaces.gov.uk/ordnance-survey-map-
series/list/os6inch/renfrewshire/kilmacolm
The pink squares show what is available and these are accessed by scrolling down. 
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Note : Historic Scotland (HS) and RCAHMS have merged as Historic Environment 
Scotland (HES), but for clarity the following are shown as they are usually recognised.

RCAHMS
The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historic Monuments of Scotland is more 
popularly known as RCAHMS or simply the Royal Commission.
http://www.rcahms.gov.uk/
The home page offers several search options : Canmore, The National Collection of Aerial 
Photography, Scran and Britain from Above.

Canmore
http://canmore.org.uk/
Canmore is the heart of the RCAHMS archive, providing searchable, map-based 
information on buildings and archaeological sites throughout Scotland. 
Using “Map search”,  zoom in to a required area. The map changes to a more detailed 
version. At larger scale, point markers appear. Click on these to access general 
information on recorded sites and from there links to more specific information. 
Registration and logging in is required for detail information. s
http://canmore.org.uk/site/search/result?view=map
Another useful option is that of “Search using interactive map”.
Example 5 : Oban 
http://canmore.org.uk/site/search/result?SIMPLE_KEYWORD=oban&SITECOUNTRY=1
This brings up 389 records of various types. Scroll down and select a record number. 
Double clicking brings up a map. Scroll down further to find more specific records such as 
old photographs, early maps or diagrams provided by researchers. 

The National Collection of Aerial Photography (NCAP)
http://ncap.org.uk/
Good quality images need to be purchased, a consideration for serious research, but there 
is much you can do with what is freely accessible. 
Example 6 : Fort George
http://ncap.org.uk/search/keywords/fort%2Bgeorge?free-text=yes#free-
text=yes&zoom=6&lat=7876224.85162&lon=-449286.42408&layers=BT
Double click on a selected image to see it in more detail. A location map comes up too. 
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Scran
Scran is a charity & online learning resource base with over 480,000 images & media from 
museums, galleries, and archives. Search the whole resource base for free and buy 
downloadable images at publishing quality. A subscription is required for full online text, 
large images and tools. Teachers in registered schools can get free unlimited access at 
schools or at home on a personal account.  
http://www.scran.ac.uk/
Archive material includes records of archaeological survey and excavation, personal 
papers of archaeologists, antiquarians and architects, and also business records of 
architectural practices – which include 1000s of building plans and related papers.
The photographic material includes some excellent antiquarian collections, photographs of 
sites and buildings taken by RCAHMS and their own surveyors and the national collection 
of aerial photographs, dating from the 1940s to present.  

Britain From Above
http://www.britainfromabove.org.uk/
More than 95,000 images from one of the earliest and most significant collections of aerial 
photography of the UK are freely accessible online.

Scotland’s Places
http://www.scotlandsplaces.gov.uk/
An initiative between RCHAMS and the NAS to make digital information about places 
available online. An excellent resource.
It not only provides access to historic maps, but also fascinating links and digital volumes 
such as the RCAHMS Archives, historical tax rolls, Ordnance Survey Name Books, 
published gazetteers and atlases, hydrographic surveys and official reports. A subscription 
is required for full access.  

Pastmap
http://pastmap.org.uk/
Pastmap links in CANMORE with datasets held by Historic Scotland and the Regional 
Scottish sites and monuments records (SMRs). Search for a location by using the 
gazetteer icon (the arrow at the top pointing to the right). This brings up the search box for 
placename, OS/NGR reference or postcode. 
Example 7 : Inverness :
Choose a link type to right of the results box list. This will bring up a map. 
Select the layers you wish to see. These include Listed Buildings, Canmore records, 
Canmore maritime records, Marine Protected Areas, Historic Environment Records 
(HERs), Scheduled Monuments, Gardens and Designed Landscapes, Conservation Areas, 
inventory of battlefields, World Heritage Sites. Note that some information may be out of 
date. For instance, for accurate current boundaries of Conservation Areas, local authority 
websites should be referred to. 
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HLAmap
http://hla.rcahms.gov.uk/
HLAmap is a Scotland-wide view of land use in modern and past times. It is a map-based 
tool which classifies land by land-use and archaeological period,created by analysing 
maps and aerial photos. The system of access is similar to Pastmap with a general search 
through the box in the top right and a more specific search using the gazetteer icon (the 
arrow at the top pointing to the right). Listed Buildings, Canmore records and Sceduled 
Monuments can be overlaid and side-by-side views are possible.  The key to the colour 
coding is available on the To Begin page (http://hla.rcahms.gov.uk/to-begin). 
Example 8 : Kirkcudbright : 
http://hlamap.rcahms.gov.uk/?
gazetteer=renfrew#gazetteer=renfrew&zoom=4&lat=549946.02271&lon=270667.52817&la
yers=BTFFFTTFTTTT

MODERN MAPS

This resource concentrates on maps for historic research and therefore old maps, but 
current maps are necessary to identify features and locations as they are today. 

GOOGLE MAPS 
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/@54.8964571,-5.0148672,15z
This commonly used map can be very useful for historical research too. It can be changed 
from street map to aerial view and its StreetView mode is very popular.

GOOGLE EARTH
Download : http://www.google.co.uk/intl/en_uk/earth/download/ge/agree.html
There are several layer options. The coordinates of the cursor are visible at the bottom 
and the altitude of a location can be read too. In fact coordinates can be used as the 
search address. And distances can be measured. Google Earth has been available here 
since 2011. Using the clock icon at the top, you can access a time slide control for views 
over the various surveys to date. This can be very useful to gauge fairly recent changes to 
our environment. 

BING MAPS
https://www.bing.com/maps/
Although generally very similar to Google Maps, Bing Maps have a very useful tool, that of 
Bird's Eye view. This gives a series of views at an angle from the north, east, south and 
west across most of Scotland's built up areas. This is very useful to assess specific areas 
or features. 
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WHERE'S THE PATH
http://wtp2.appspot.com/wheresthepath.htm
This is an excellent tool providing several view options. Use the binocular icon at the top to 
bring up a place search box. Select from a pull-down list to confirm which place as there 
may be several with similar names.
Using the two layer icons, select the mode in which you want to view a place. The default 
is usually two part view with a contemporary map and an aerial view. The map will change 
in format as you zoom in. Google Maps Streetview can be accessed here. You can use the 
two layer icons at the top to select alternative maps such as Historical OS and geological. 
There are also various other options such as distance calculations. 

WALK HIGHLANDS
http://www.walkhighlands.co.uk/maps/
This is a clear, easy to use map devised for walkers, but which can be used for recording 
features too. As you zoom in the format changes from streetmap to detailed contour map. 
The coordinates are readily read. Routes can be overmarked by clicking from point to 
point.

LOCAL AUTHORITY MAPS 
What is available and how it is presented varies from council to council, but there will 
always be something available such as that within the Local Development Plans. These 
will include zoning and if applicable also Conservation Areas and other features. 

OS MAPS
Ordinance Survey (OS) have a vast range of products, some at a price, but also a 
surprisingly wide range free of charge as OS OpenData.  Some formats can be used 
within CAD drawings. 
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/opendatadownload/products.html
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NOTES
CREDITS
These notes and links have all been obtained from open sources online. Individual sources 
have therefore not been contacted for permission for publication, but it is not considered 
appropriate that it be used in any commercial form unless approved by the individual 
sources.
I have compiled this for personal use, but expect that many people will find it useful too. 
Please feel free to share it. 
ON THE MOVE
These notes refer to map resources mainly for desktop or laptop research. The practicality 
of accessing many of them while on the move can be somewhat limited, but there will be 
occasions where you may wish to actually visit specific sites. Yet this is increasingly being 
addressed and you are advised to look into apps appropriate to your device. Some of 
these are available with GPS ability. 
CONTACT
Jeremy Watson
jeremyatvaleofleven@hotmail.co.uk     
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